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“What's the Deal With Christians and Halloween?” 
by 

Knox McCoy 
 
 

What A friendly, non-Christian barista wants to know about what the deal is with 
Christians and how they treat Halloween. Themes: Halloween, Outreach, Non-
Christians, Perceptions, Light of the World, Witness 

 
Who Barista- male or female   
 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Apron for Barista and a coffee cup 

 
Why Matthew 5:16 
 
How The character is a non-Christian but should be played very favorably and warm. 

The purpose is to consider how non-Christians perceive Christians but in a very 
honest, non-combative way. 

 
Time Approximately 2-4 minutes 
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A Barista (male or female) is on stage at a counter. The staging should appear so that 
he or she is behind a counter and the audience is the customer. 

Barista:  (Warmly) Hey, good morning. The usual? Coming right up. 

Leaves for a second, but returns with a coffee. 

 So this is kind of weird, but you’re a Christian right? Sorry, I’m not a 
stalker. I saw the sticker on the back of your car the other day when you 
were here. Most of you guys have little identifiers which is cool. Some 
have necklaces, some have bumper stickers on their car and some wear 
cheesy T-shirts that make you think it’s a Subway shirt, but it actually 
says “Hisway” or whatever. 

 But listen, I’ve seen you guys around and I had a question that always 
comes up this season and it’s not exactly something Google can answer, 
because trust me, I’ve tried. 

 What’s the deal with you guys and Halloween? 

 I can’t tell how you guys feel about it. On the one hand, some of you 
guys come in here and I can hear you talking about how evil and 
demonic it is. 

 And then some of you guys come in here and dress like vampires or 
witches. It’s just hard to keep straight what the consensus is among you 
guys. 

 I mean there definitely seems to be conflict. Even if you guys don’t want 
to celebrate it, you still do but just change the name to Fall this or Fun 
fair or trunk or treat or some other name and all the kids still dress up. 

 You know what would be really cool? 

 If there was a way to avoid all the noise about what you guys don’t like 
about the costumes and the candy and the ghost stories and instead 
there was more noise about what you guys are all about. 

 I don’t know. Maybe instead of turning out all your lights to trick-or-
treaters, you shined some of that genuine light that you guys talk about 
so much. That would be pretty cool. 

 But what do I know? (Beat) You need anything? Got another pumpkin 
spice latte to make. That’s like my 80th today already. Have these people 
ever seen the inside of a pumpkin? Why would you want that in your 
coffee? 

Fade to black. 
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